
Lymm Avenue is a beautifully presented home with
fresh decor throughout. If you're looking for a home with
a contemporary kitchen and bathroom then this is one to
consider. We love the conservatory to the rear, enjoying
views out on to the west facing garden.

57 Lymm Avenue
Scale Hall, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 5HR

£155,000
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A brief description
Welcome to Lymm Avenue, a beautifully
presented semi detached home in the
heart of the popular residential area
known as Scale Hall. Close to local
amenities this area is well connected
and very desirable.

The home i s  tas te fu l l y  decorated
throughout  wi th a br ight  and ai ry
lounge, a modern fitted kitchen with
r o o m  t o  d i n e  a n d  o f  c o u r s e  t h e
conservatory which enjoys sun all day
long.

Upstairs you have a choice of two well
proportioned double bedrooms and a
stunning three piece bathroom with a
beaut i fu l  corner bath -  perfect for
relaxing!

Key Features
• Beautifully presented home

• Modern fitted kitchen with room to dine

• Conservatory to the rear

• Contemporary fitted bathroom

• Two double bedrooms

• Desirable, well connected area

• Off road parking for one

Where is Lymm Avenue?
Welcome to Lymm Avenue, a popular residential street in the heart of Scale Hall.
Number 57 is located on the top end of Lymm Avenue, allowing for pleasing views to be
enjoyed from the rear of the home. 

Scale Hall is mostly made up of families due to its well connected nature, live here and
you are just 1.5 miles from both Lancaster City Centre and the coast. Local amenities
really are on your doorstep with a choice of supermarkets being under a five minute
drive away, or you could even walk. For those who like to keep fit you have Salt Ayre
Leisure Centre a short walk away which is home to a gym and swimming pool. 

Lymm Avenue is within the catchment area to highly regarding primary schools,
including Grosvenor Park Primary which many parents walk their kids to. Transport links
are fantastic with buses close by which take you to both Lancaster or Morecambe and
the Bay Gateway is near which can take you on to the M6 without having to pass
through the city.
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The ground floor
Step inside Lymm Avenue and you are instantly greeted by the staircase which takes
you up to the first floor, however, take a left and you will find yourself in the well
appointed and beautifully decorated lounge. A large window overlooking the front of
the property allows for the room to be filled with natural light. The decor is fresh and
neutral creating a welcoming, relaxing environment.

The lounge is slightly open plan to the kitchen diner, enough to allow conversation to
flow freely whilst entertaining guests but also allowing for the spaces to create their
own feel and environment. The kitchen is fresh and crisp with white units which are
complemented by soft grey work surfaces, well appointed and including an integrated
oven and gas hob which is completed with an extractor fan. Under the stairs storage
can be accessed in the kitchen which is home to the boiler. 

From the dining space access can be found in to the light and bright conservatory
which overlooks the rear of the property and enjoys sun all day long, the perfect
space to relax on those summer months.

The first floor
Take the stairs up to the first floor and you will find the homes three bedrooms and the
family bathroom. The master bedroom is located to the front of the property and
much like the rest of the home is decorated in a contemporary fashion with beautiful
feature wall paper. There is ample space for a double bed and all your furnishings. 

The second double bedroom is overlooking the rear of the property and has a
pleasing outlook over the rear garden and great views beyond, decorated in neutral
tones this is a blank canvas, ready to be made your own. The third bedroom overlooks
the front of the property and perfect for a home office or perhaps even a dressing
room. 

The family bathroom is crisp and fresh with contemporary decor, home to a three
piece white suite with a shower above the corner bath. The space is inviting and the
perfect place to have a bubble bath and relax after a long day.

Step outside
Externally the property boasts its own private driveway with off street parking for one.
To the rear of the property there is a well maintained, generous size garden. 

Step out of your conservatory and you will find a paved patio area, ideal for sitting out
on and enjoying the sun in the garden. The bottom of the garden is lawned with a
shed and footings for a greenhouse, for those with green fingers this is a fantastic
space to make your own. Access to the front of the property can be gained down a
side passageway, allowing for the bins to be taken out with ease.

What we like
We love the conservatory on the rear of
this property, perfect for sitting in on
those warmer months and enjoying the
pleasing outlook of the rear garden.



Extra Information
- Council tax band B
- Fantastic location, close to all local amenities and transport links
- Beautiful open plan kitchen diner 
- Boiler approximately 2 years old and discreetly tucked away under the
stairs in the kitchen 
- Rear garden enjoys sun all day long
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